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Math dept. runs
single sex class
by Hannah Sibel ‘13
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As Interim Middle School Principal, Josh Wolf has established new protocols requiring that students spend
after school hours in a monitored space or activity.

Mr. Wolf implements new MS policies
by Melanie Weiskopf ‘15
New procedures for the Middle
School have generated controversy.
One change requires students to be in
the Middle School Commons or doing
homework in the library, and students
must report to a monitored activity by
3:10.
Interim Middle School Principal
Josh Wolf said the old program made
it difficult for parents to find their kids.
In addition, he said students were rowdy in the hallways and disrespectful
to visitors.
Teachers were distracted and materials borrowed from classrooms were
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broken.
The after school procedures have
added accountability and safety, said
Wolf. He added that most parents are
happy with the new plan; they can find
their kids after school, and kids are
getting work done efficiently.
“My friends and I come to the library and we’re always trying to get
work done,” said Lisa Eshleman ‘18.
This year, there is more supervision, a controversial decision. Unlike
last year, supervision now means more
than just knowing where students are;
it also includes monitoring kids at all
times. “This seems to be working for
parents, kids, and teachers,” Wolf said.
However, some teachers agree that
students don’t need to be supervised
after school. Middle School Social
Studies teacher Paul Worley said that
sixth grade students need after school
support, but near the end of eighth
grade have less of a need for supervision because they’ve developed the
ability the regulate themselves and
advocate for themselves.
“There don’t need to be monitors

everywhere,” said Megan Stombler,
’18.
Although the Middle School student government and others disagreed
with the procedures at first, students
and teachers think these procedures
should evolve until they meet the
needs of everyone.
A second major change for MS
was modification of the schedule for
House. “House lasts from 10:15 to
10:45 on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday,” said Rich Espey Middle
School science teacher. “On Monday
and Wednesday students can leave after 10 minutes to get extra help from
teachers. Tuesdays are activity days
and Thursdays are assembly days.”
In previous years, the time for
House was inconsistent and had no
designated teacher or activity times.
The purpose of the new House
Schedule was “to provide a real lunch
break rather than trying to cram extra
help time and activity time into lunch,”
said Espey. “With the extra time I feel
like there’s actually time to eat,” said
Gillian Branam ’16.
Middle School continued p.5

According to a recently published New
York Times article, a
new report entitled
“The Pseudoscience of
Single Sex Schooling”
asserts that, “single sex
education is ineffective,
misguided and may actually increase gender
stereotyping.” A group
of ninth graders who are
currently enrolled in an
all girls math class may
disagree.
The 9-3 class, taught
by Angela Doyle and
teacher’s assistant Tess
Savage ’12, comprises
16 students who all
elected to be in the single sex class. The co-ed
9-3 class has 11 boys
and 5 girls.
Last spring, the math
department sent a letter
to parents of rising freshman girls who would be
in a 9-3 class to explain
the new option and
gauge if there was interest among the students
in having an all girls
class. The class would
not exist had there not
been significant interest
from eligible students.

“I wanted to be in the
class because I wanted to
try something different,”
said Chloe Ring ‘15. “I
figured it might be fun
to be with all girls and I
wanted to see if the environment of the classroom would change.”
The inspiration to
have a single sex class
originally stemmed
from a 2001 Faculty
Curricular Advancement
(FACA) summer grant
about gender in math.
At the time the findings
of the FACA encouraged
institutions to try single
sex classes in math. The
Middle School has also
experimented with both
male and female single
sex classes.
The idea of a single
sex class in math reemerged again in the
spring of 2010. According to Department Chair
Mimi Cukier, they chose
to implement the single
sex class this year for a
few reasons. First, the
Middle School teachers suggested that the
upcoming ninth graders could benefit from a
Math continued p.5
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In weekly meetings, the math department is
continuing to evaluate the single-sex class.
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Helicopter parents:
Stop hovering, please

Parents have been overly present in
their children’s lives since the beginning
of time, and we’re not just talking about
the parents who come to sports games.
There’s a relatively new term for this
not-so-new behavior--helicopter parenting. It is a style in which overprotective
moms or dads discourage their child’s
independence by being too involved in
their lives.
And it’s not all parents. Seeing your
child’s fall musical more than once will
not give you propellers.
Some don’t want to let go of their
children. It’s a known fact. The pattern
starts as early lower school. We see it
in the parents who try to make friends
for their second graders. We see it in the
parents who plan unnecessary teacherparent conferences in middle school. We
see it in the in parents who are on their
child’s case during the entire college application process.
So many parents don’t just feel the
need to be there for their kids, but also
feel the need to stay there. Parents desperately seek involvement in their children’s lives (and for good reason).
They expect a number of family dinners per week, they insist on knowing
every detail about weekend plans, and
they feel personally betrayed when you
don’t show them the A you received on
your English portfolio. But there comes
a day when most kids need a little space.
The big question is: why are parents
so afraid of letting go?

After all, every parent hopes for their
child’s success and independence. They
want their kids to cure cancer and invent
a social network and speak Esperanto.
They want their kids to fall in love and
buy their first house and have a family.
But parents’ greatest fear is that their
children won’t need them anymore. All
of a sudden, the driving around, doing
laundry, and making lunches doesn’t
seem like such a chore.
Parents wait for the day when their
kids call them with a financial problem,
or a request for a stain removal tip, and
they wait especially for the day when
they ask advice on how to discipline
their own children.
This is the paradox that defines the
relationship between children and their
parents.
No matter how on-our-own our parents want us to be, part of them wants
us to come home and stay a while. Parents have difficulty balancing their own
needs versus the true needs of their kids.
Here’s our message to helicopter parents: the reality is that your children will
always be yours. They’ll still love your
spaghetti bake and hate your mahi mahi.
So, instead of worrying about losing
your tight grip on your child, loosen up
and enjoy the moment when your kids
finally leave the nest, when they’re able
to take on the real world with confidence
and open minds. But still, don’t turn
their rooms into yoga studios or scrapbooking chambers. They’d hate that.
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Letters to the Editors:
Thanks for moving to the digital age
I wanted to thank you for the creation of the Postscript iPhone app and the new
website. (In fact, I’m writing this from a link on the app!) As a 2008 alum and a
‘lifer’ at Park, I try to find time to keep up with all the new and exciting things that
are happening there. I always enjoyed reading Postscript and I have fond memories
of waiting for a new issue to arrive in our mailboxes at school. After graduation
from Park though, reading the PDF format was difficult and inconvenient. Now
with an app on my phone and a well structured website to visit, I am delighted to
be reading Postscript again and enjoying the excellent and thoughtful writing that is
always present. Best wishes in the school year.
-Emily Hisey ‘08

Middle School students should be trusted
I am current eighth grader in Middle
School and on the first day of school, Mr.
Wolf, as Interim Principal, gave a welcome back speech. In his speech, he quoted our favorite fictional character, Spiderman. “With great power comes great
responsibility,” he said. He continued by
telling us that trust is a power that we, as
a Middle School, possess and that we have
to be responsible, or those “powers” will
be taken away.
After assembly, I went through my
classes happily. And then came study hall,
or as they now call it, extended day. We
were expected to get there at 3:10, after
getting all our stuff from our lockers. After
3:10, we were not allowed to go back to
our lockers.
Then, we had to go to the Middle
School Commons to sign in. Other than
not being able to go back to our lockers,
seems pretty easy, right? No. To sign in
you have to wait in a long line, and to
sign in you have to write whether you’ll
be either in the Library doing homework,
running around in the gym, or “chilling”
in the commons. After you sign in, you
have to wait until everyone in the Middle
School is signed in so you can be escorted
to wherever you’re going. That’s right.

If you want to walk the 10 feet from the
commons to the library you have to have
an escort.
And you can’t go out to carpool and
wait for whoever is going to pick you
up. You have to wait for your (for lack
of a better word) picker upper to come
inside and sign you out, or have them call
the front desk to have the “extended day
people” send you out.
It’s weird, because when I think about
what happens at extended day, it doesn’t
really seem like anyone trusts us. We
definitely haven’t abused our “powers”
yet, so why are they being taken away?
I completely understand that the faculty
created extended day so that they would
know where all the students were, and
know that all of us were safe, but is all of
this really necessary?
I don’t think everything about this
new system is awful, but I think it should
definitely be modified so as to put a little more trust in the Middle School students. I hope I didn’t offend anybody by
this letter, but I think that making people
aware of how this system is hurting, not
helping, is an important thing to do to
make the Middle School a better place.
- Leanna Gitter ‘16
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No escaping factory farming,
even for dedicated vegetarians
by Gabe Acheson ‘12
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Not everyone likes Blammo:
Coll & Porcarelli square off
by Kevin Coll, US English

by Patti Porcarelli, US English

I’m in favor of kids being kids (and of
adults being kids), of a certain amount of
loafing, of popular movements that arise
organically, of deeply engaged students
undertaking crazy and maybe quixotic
projects.
Here at Park, I’d like to see more guerilla theater, underground satire magazines,
and spontaneous and not-entirely–coherent performance art. I’m glad these days
when folks relax, or misbehave a little.
But I dislike Blammo.
I dislike the compulsive, “gotcha” nature of the game; I dislike the way it comes
to dominate some people’s consciousness;
I dislike having to declare certain zones
“Blammo free.” I dislike it even though
the game is a perfect mirror of our time
and place, a lovely example of anxiety
and decadence:
“Your property [the spoon] is a magic
object that you must hold obsessively and
at all costs. If someone is not holding
her property, your may kill her with your
property.”
All of this makes me a kill-joy, I know,
makes it sound as if I want us to be serious
all the time. Not so. But I do think there
are better and worse ways of wasting time,
and that a school should think about which
ways it wants actively to support.
Blammo is a distraction with few redeeming features. I’ve heard people say
that it “brings us together as a community,” the argument being that you might
come to know a stranger because you’ve
had to stalk and kill her, or that it’s a great
way to “blow off steam,” which, to be
frank, doesn’t seem like what’s happening
when people play the game.
If students want to play Blammo, more
power to them. Let them build the game
in their free time, like a guerilla performance or an underground magazine. Let
them do their thing and deal with the consequences, if there are any. But it looks
as if they’re undertaking this particular
project with institutional blessing and support. (Teachers get a special discount on
the spoons.)
It’s possible that everyone else thinks
Blammo is a great thing. I just want to
go on the record as saying that I don’t.

From an outsider’s perspective, Blammo looks a bit strange. People carry
brightly-colored spoons wherever they
go. They move furtively in the halls. They
plot attacks. From an insider’s perspective, Blammo is great fun, and here’s why.
First, anyone can play Blammo: adults
and students alike pay a nominal fee, buy
a spoon, and learn to hold it so that they
can do dexterous things without dropping
it. There’s no hierarchy here. Students,
in fact, might have an advantage in this
game. They know each other fairly well,
and if they don’t, they learn names and
faces quickly. When adults join in the
game, they are no longer simply teachers;
they are competitors just like the students.
Second, when you play Blammo, you
look people in the eye. Blammo brings
an acute sense of urgency to the day.
Blammo participants study everyone who
walks by. They look at the half-smile, the
tilted head, and, yes, the eyes (vacant, nervous, twinkling, laughing, bored). Bold
participants talk to people they suspect are
hunting them. “Hey, am I your target? I’m
watching you!” Blammo breaks down
grade and social barriers. It gets people
talking. We hear stories of how people get
“Blammoed” and those stories get woven
into the fabric of our community.
Third, Blammo brings an element of
play to the Upper School. I can’t tell you
how many times I have heard students
complaining about their stress levels this
year--and we’re only six-weeks in. During free blocks, participants think creatively; they feel part of something larger,
something that does not involve SATS,
APs, or the college process.
My colleague, Mr. Killjoy, calls the
game “distracting” and accuses participants of being “obsessive.” Blammo is
no more distracting than Faculty Death
Match, Faculty-Student Ping Pong tournaments, or cards in the Upper School
Commons. Blammo is just one of many
community games, but better: it’s a student-generated, competitive form of play
that keeps us paying attention to each
other.
I say, “Play on, Upper School. Play
on!”

When novelist Jonathan Safran Foer
told his friends about Eating Animals,
the non-fiction book he was writing,
they all thought he was writing a book
about vegetarianism.
As it turns out Foer wasn’t, but he
finds telling the assumption that a research book on meat is inevitably about
vegetarianism. “This implies not only
that a thorough inquiry into animal
agriculture would lead one away from
eating meat, but that most people already know that to be the case,” he said.
Animal agriculture in the United States
almost exclusively consists of factory
farming,
Factory farming is literally a crappy
industry. Smithfield, the largest pork
producer in the country, produces the
equivalent amount of fecal waste as do
humans from California and Texas combined. But while human waste is carefully treated, there is no infrastructure
for animal waste.
Animal waste is simply poured
into huge ponds, or “lagoons.” When
the lagoons fill, the waste is sprayed
onto fields or up into the air. In 1995,
Smithfield spilled 20 million gallons
of waste into a river in North Carolina,
twice the volume of the spilled oil from
Exxon Valdez. They paid minor penalties: today the chairman of Smithfield,
Joseph Luter III, is worth $137 million
in stocks alone.
And aside from the effect on nearby
(often low-income) inhabitants, waste
from animal agriculture produces more
greenhouse gasses than does all transportation in this country. So, meat-eaters, go to town with your hybrid, but
don’t think you’re much better than
someone in a Hummer.
Most animal rights groups ask only
that animals be treated as animals and
not as machines; yet in poultry farms,
each chicken will have approximately
67 square inches of space, which is less
than one piece of paper. Cattle are often
skinned fully conscious at slaughterhouses.
In pork farming the young runts are
usually killed by “thumping,” being
manually smashed headfirst into the
floor. This doesn’t always kill the first
time. In Eating Animals, an anonymous
worker described a poorly “thumped”

piglet running around with an eyeball
dangling down its face. Most farm factory workers aren’t sadistic: they are
put under pressure to keep up speed
and face conditions illegal in any other
industry.
A lot of people already know about
some of the problems with factory farming. But people don’t want to give up
meat, which explains the recent trend
toward “humane” animal foods. Unfortunately, most “humane” designations
are just the industry’s way of charging
more for chickens raised in a factory
with a screen window (which is all a
cage-free designation requires.)
It is much more cost-efficient for
farm corporations to keep animals on
the verge of death rather than keeping
them healthy. This could not be more
different than traditional animal husbandry practices.
We eat more meat than any other
culture in history for a price (excluding environmental and health costs)
far below anything ever seen. US meat
produced in a remotely humane way
wouldn’t satisfy the demand of Staten
Island (population 470,000). The hypothetical ethical dilemma in which a
vegetarian has to kill and eat an animal
for survival in the wild is irrelevant. The
meat we eat is factory meat.
It has become fashionable to eat remotely humane animal products when
possible. But making 20% of your meat
consumption humane is still supporting factory farms with the other 80%.
Even if you also hate fur coats and use
non-animal-tested toothpaste and love
your dog, you are not helping animals.
You’re hurting them slightly less, and
you are a hypocrite.
But so am I. Though I have been a
vegetarian for 13 years I, too, support
the factory farm system. I am not a vegan, so I eat dairy products from animals
in equally horrifying situations as meat
factories. I also eat fish, so I contribute
either to the extermination of oceanic
life (wild mass fishing) or to horrifying
fish farming factories.
Let’s just say I’m working on it; I
love fish and cheese and eggs. But animal agriculture today is immoral. And
now you know.
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Vegetarian G. Acheson ‘12 freely
admits that it’s difficult to avoid
products of factory farms.
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News in
Brief
US math department blogs
about curriculum

French exchange to arrive this Monday
by Ali Sjaarda ‘14
In a few weeks, there will be many new
faces in the hallways. French exchange
students will visit later this month, while
students from Spain will arrive sometime
in April.
A group of 22 tenth and eleventh grade
students traveled to France over spring
break, accompanied by Upper school
French teachers Jenny Sorel and Malick Mbenque. They spent about a week
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The math department has officially
launched its own blog. Teachers try to
publish one new post each week, but
blogging isn’t mandatory or assigned.
“We write if we’re interested in doing
so,” said math teacher Anand Thakker. According to Thakker the blog
allows the department members to
reflect on their own individual classroom practices, think about broader
issues as a department and receive
outside perspectives on the curriculum. A number of people have asked
for copies of the textbook and the blog
has a steady stream of visitors.

Junior parking to move oﬀ-campus to Meadowood Park
Unlike last year, all student drivers are currently allowed to park on
campus. This will not be the case for
the rest of the year. In mid November,
“the juniors will be moved off campus
to Meadowood,” said Bob Peck, Director of Safety, Security and Transportation. The horse pasture, which
could be used for overflow parking,
will not always be safe in the case of
rain or snow, and as more students
begin to drive, there won’t be enough
spots on campus said Peck.

Senators bring Blammo back
to Upper School hallways

Blammo has returned for the
Freshman and Sophomore classes.
Last year there were two games of
Blammo: one for the classes of 2013
and 2014, and one for the whole
school. Student senators chose to
bring to bring it back because, according to Melissa Miller ‘14, one of the
event’s organizers, “it’s a great way
for the freshmen and sophomores to
get to know each other.”
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French Students relax on the steps of
the Sacre Coeur in France last spring.

Immersion Week
leaders seek 30
proposals

there, living with the families of French
students.
In preparation for the trip to France last
spring, there were several meetings with
students, which covered what to expect
from the trip and the differences between
American and French culture.
While in France, the Institute de La
Tour planned excursions for the Park
students, such as a self-guided tour at the
Louvre and a boat ride on the Seine River.
They also visited the school and interacted
with other French students there. It was
“an amazing experience,” said Maddy
Riorda ‘13, and, added Sean Simon ’13,
“absolutely incredible.”
This year, 16 French students will arrive the week of October 23 and stay for
about a week. They plan to shadow in several eleventh and twelfth grade classes,
visit sites in Baltimore and Washington
D.C, and on October 28, attend a lunch
hosted by the modern language department and French Culture club.
New this year is a Spanish exchange
trip with the Gabriel Pérez Cárcel School,
open to tenth and eleventh graders. This
is a small, progressive school, with a goal
to have children with autism participate in
classes alongside children with no disabilities. The autistic students there would not

Committee plans centennial celebrations

by Kali Tambree ‘13
This year, Immersion Week is planned
for February 21-24. Senior student leaders, Maya Fox, Michael Ginsburg, Drew
Goldfarb, Kyree Jones, and Amy Penn
have put in a major effort to make this
year’s week a success.
“Immersion Week is a week where students completely immerse themselves in
the activity they’re intertested in,” said
Jones.“And it serves as a good opportunity to meet people in other grades in a
non-pressured environment.”
Activities offered in the past have
ranged from Spanish cooking to jewelry
making to ballroom dancing. While these
activities were successful, the leaders are
hoping for new proposals.
One complaint that they received
in feedback from the Immersion Week
in 2010 was that some of the activities
“weren’t meant for four days,” and students lost interest quickly. This year,
Goldfarb said that the most important
thing that they’re looking for are “well
thought out, elaborate, and unique activities.”
One addition that the leaders are hoping to include is an Upper School activity after lunch where “the whole Upper
School student body would have a chance
to come together,” said Goldfarb.
Another addition under consideration
is “an opportunity for activities to showcase what they’re doing or what they’ve
accomplished to the rest of the students,”
said Jones, which would likely happen at
the end of the week.
Goldfarb said, “The week can’t happen
if kids aren’t willing to lead activities.
The students need to be excited.”

be participating in the exchange program.
The students going on the trip plan
to leave March 15, the Thursday before
spring break, and return 12 days later. The
schedule includes a tour of Granada, Valencia, Cartagena, and Alicante, though it
is not yet finalized. The Spanish students
would then come in later in April.
Currently, there is a limit of 15 students
to go to Spain, though the number may
be increased.
“I really want to go on the trip because of the remarkable opportunities it
provides,” said Melissa Miller ’14. “It’s
really a once in a lifetime opportunity that
I want to take advantage of,” she said.
“I’m not sure what my plans are for
spring break,” said Rebecca Shapiro ‘14,
“but the trip seems like a great experience
and a valuable opportunity.”
Planning the exchange took over a
year, and the trip was confirmed in June.
There will be several seminars for the students in preparation for the trip, focusing
on how to make the trip as full an experience as possible.
The exchanges seek to help students
to gain more experience in using the language in real situations, along with cultural awareness of the country, and experiencing life there firsthand.

by Tara Wendell ‘13
Centennial planning is in full swing.
Committees have been working to prepare
for the celebration, which will begin at the
graduation ceremony of the class of 2012,
and at that of the class of 2013.
While there will be centennial tie-ins
at this year’s commencement, “people
don’t want their graduation to be stolen from them,” said Kevin Coll, Upper
School English teacher and member of
the Centennial Steering Committee. The
committee will consult the seniors about
the extent of focus placed on the centennial at graduation.
The Centennial Steering Committee comprises five members, parent and
member of the Board of Trustees Margot Baylin Lessans ’80, film producer
Rahsan-Rahsan Lindsay ’90, President
of the Alumni Council David H. Sachs
’88, former Lower School teacher Linda
Halpert, and Coll.
“We want to ask a couple of central
questions that will create opportunities

for genuine inquiry,” said Coll, including
questions about Park memories, “what
makes good teaching?” and “where do
your ideas come from?” These questions
will be the central themes of the year.
Students have already begun to be
involved in the Centennial, especially
with Coll’s “Writing Life Stories” English class, in which students will write
oral histories of important Park graduates. As plans become more certain,
there will be increased opportunity for
student involvement.
There are several events that will
happen, among them are “a kind of education [seminar], a thing called Brain
Thrust in the spring, where different
sessions are run by Park-related people
with interesting areas of expertise, different speakers throughout the year, an
auction, a Birthday kickoff weekend in
September, and a closing weekend, with
performances and alumni games,” said
Coll.
Events like May Day and Saturday in
the Park will also include a ‘centennial
touch’. As Brown and White Day falls
around Park’s birthday, the committee
is thinking about how to involve the
Lower and Middle schools in the day,
said Becky Lichtenstein, Centennial Coordinator. Additionally, a new website
will be introduced.
Overall, the mission of the Centennial
is “to celebrate the accomplishments of
Park School students, alumni, faculty,
and staff,” said Lichtenstein, “and to
enhance Park’s core values and education philosophy,” as it enters its second
century.
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Math tries all-girls class environment
(Math continued from p. 1)
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Members of the Build-a-Block program, with faculty adviser Marla Hollandsworth
assembled Halloween donation boxes at a recent Thursday X-Block meeting.

Ravens honor Habitat
Build-a-Block program
by Julia Gross ‘14
Watching the Ravens play the San
Francisco 49ers November 24 you just
might see Park students on your TV. Habitat for Humanity of the Chesapeake has
received 100 “Honor Rows” tickets to the
Thanksgiving night game and has given
them to Habitat’s Build-a-Block coalition.
Conceived two years ago, the coalition expands the long running Habitat
program to include several area schools;
working together on a block of houses—
rather than a single unit.
According to Marla Hollandsworth,
faculty adviser to the club, the umbrella
organization’s Youth Coordinator Jessica Drake applied, on behalf of Build-aBlock, to the Honor Rows program.
The recipients of the tickets must arrive at the game two hours ahead of time,
and are then able to stand on the field during the game warm-up. Ticket recipients
will wear green t-shirts and will appear on
the JumboTron during the third quarter.
According to Habitat leader Ben Levitsky ’13, Park’s club, which now has
the tickets, will divide them among the
coalition schools that show strong commitment to the program. “There are a fair
number of schools in the coalition and
only 100 tickets,” he said. “Not to say
that’s not a lot, but we are choosing our
recipients carefully.
To earn the tickets, each school must
do the following: attend meetings, turn in
their pledge sheet, and partner with other
schools.
Both Hollandsworth and Levitsky said
that the Ravens’ game tickets are an excellent venue to publicize Habitat. “The
Ravens’ tickets are not just a reward for
our work,” said Levitsky. “We are getting
some time on WBAL before the game,
which is a great opportunity for us to advocate for the project,” he said.
“The coalition will be able to make
more contacts and requests for support.
If we are seen on TV, it makes us much
more legitimate,” said Hollandsworth.
“We need to take advantage of this ex-

single sex class. Second, there “are a ton
of girls in the 9-3 section,” said Cukier,
which made it possible for them to have
an all girls’ section as well as a co-ed one.
Last, there was a lot of interest when the
idea was originally proposed to parents of
potential students in the class.
“I think the class is different from a
regular co-ed class because there is less
pressure and it feels more relaxed,” said
Courtney Kaufman ’15. “I feel so much
more comfortable with my classmates and
feel more comfortable asking questions,”
she said.
“An all girls class does create a different environment from a co-ed class,”
said Savage ‘12. “I think a lot of the girls
don’t have as much of a fear of speaking
up and don’t worry about things they say
being viewed as stupid or just incorrect.”
In her first year here, Doyle taught a
section of 9-3 and noticed right away the
difference developmentally between boys
and girls that age.
“I do feel like the class is more often
all on the same page, way more so than in
the co-ed 9-3,” she said. “We have actually been able to move more efficiently
through some material because it’s more
focused.”
“Typically, when we talk to girls about

posure. It’s also an opportunity for the
leaders from different schools to get to
know each other,” she said.
Habitat’s goal for the upcoming school
year is to help build-up other coalition
schools’ lesser-developed Habitat programs, and to make better connections
among the schools. “We are focused this
year on mentoring other schools, and to
really work on advocacy and building
awareness within the community,” Hollandsworth said
One example of the mentoring is that
(MS changes continued from p. 1)
they are trying to encourage other schools
“I liked it last year…we just had time
to move fundraising from a bake sale level
to
be
with our House. Now we’re going to
to calling companies and soliciting larger
amounts. Park Habitat has started this teacher time we’re going to teacher time
outreach by offering the idea of the Hal- instead,” said Margot Bailowitz ‘17. Even
loween boxes to other coalition schools. with the new schedule in place, Emily
Habitat has also begun collaboration Drachman ‘18 is getting to know the kids
with Carver Vocational-Technical High in her House.
In the new House Schedule, regular
School for a project that would involve
building a variety of pieces that could be Tuesday House was switched to Activity
sold. According to Hollandsworth, Carver Period.
“Students choose two activities or
has an excellent carpentry program and
the school has been looking for real life clubs, and they meet on alternate weeks.
projects on which the students could work. Some choose Study Hall/Reading instead
Park students would meet with poten- of an activity,” said Espey.
Branam said, “The Tuesday activities
tial costumers and create business plans.
Carver students would then buy materi- definitely give me something to look forals and build the products, which could ward to.” Espey said having less time
include picnic tables, sheds and other makes it harder for the House to bond,
especially if students don’t connect well.
outdoor furniture.
Hollandsworth predicts that this project
will produce big profits and will be a good
opportunity for Park students to work with
real customers.
“I think it’s an excellent idea,” said
Levitsky. “Carver has incredible potential,
but they need more ways to donate what
they build, so this is a perfect opportunity.
Last year we did an auction for a house
built by the Middle School Habitat club,
Golden Hammer, and it had great results,
so this would be similar,” he said.
Carver students would also help directly on the house building sites by teaching
others how to do basic building. “Our kids
photo by A. Kelmenson ‘11
don’t know how to swing a hammer,” said
Hollandsworth. “Their kids can teach ours Josh Wolf implemented new procedures in the Middle School.
how to build.”

math at Park, their answers about how
much they like the class are positive,” said
Cukier. “At the same time when we look
at who’s getting recommended for higher
classes, it’s typically boys, and often boys
will be more likely to join math society or
double in math. There is less interest that
goes beyond the classroom with girls and
we want to be proactive about exploring
that,” she said.
Jordyn Seidman ‘15 is one of the girls
in the co-ed class taught by Tony Asdourian. “I didn’t choose one class over the
other,” said Seidman. “But I decided to
stay in the co-ed math class because I have
learned in a co-ed class my whole life, so
why change now?”
The students in the all girls’ math class
will be in co-ed math classes next year
and the majority foresees the transition
as being an easy one.
“Since I have always been in a co-ed
math class I don’t think the transition back
will be too hard,” said Margot Kahn ’15.
“However, I do really enjoy this class not
only because of the wonderful teachers
and classmates but also because of the
environment,” she said.
“It’s exciting to be able to try this. It’s
exciting to be at a school where we are
allowed to do something innovative like
this and I hope we learn something from
it,” said Cukier.

Procedures change in Middle School
“We spend less time with each other,”
said BaiIowitz. “I feel like we don’t talk
to each other as much because there’s an
activity with a totally different group of
people.”
A third change is that the sixth grade
students must eat lunch in the cafeteria
until November 28. Seventh and eighth
grade students can choose among the
cafeteria, a classroom, or the deck. “It’s
a good idea to get the new kids to meet
everyone,” said Catherine Robbins ‘18.
Others have a different opinion. “I
think mostly everyone is okay with it
but we’re not all thrilled about it,” said
Drachman.
“I remember coming from lower school
to sixth grade and I was so happy that I
could eat wherever I wanted. Now they
don’t get to feel the freedom as soon as I
did,” said Bailowitz.
“It’s good for everyone to get to know
each other but two months is a long time,”
Robbins said. “I think the students feel
supported, even if it’s not what they
thought they were going to get,” said
Wolf.
“I loved the freedom that the Park
School gave me, but I also recognize the
need for some change,” said Nina Olshan
’16.
“One of the things I like about Park
is that people are always trying to make
positive changes for the entire community so that everyone’s needs are met,”
said Worley. “I hope that this follows that,
and if not that we are able to look into it
further.”
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Freshman Grades: A Modest Proposal
“The anxiety is, in part,
t, what drives students.”
A Proposal for Ninth Grade Evaluation
Ninth graders at Park shall receive semester- and yearlong grades, but these grades will be for internal use
only—i.e., for students, parents, and teachers—and will
not appear on the transcript or otherwise be shared
with the outside world [colleges].
Such a system will allow ninth graders a smoother
transition to the world of evaluation—they’ll be able
to “see where they stand” without having to worry
about “ruining the rest of [their] lives”—and will
reduce anxiety and unhealthy competition, allowing
students to focus on adapting to the world of the Upper School and growing into their natural powers.

by Jack Feldman ‘15
Mr. Coll talks about grades as nothing
g
but a source of anxiety and stress that stifle
student focus and clash with our school’ss
philosophy.
Regardless of whether or not transcriptt
grades walk hand-in-hand with our be-liefs, grades give students drive to study
y
harder when lagging in class. Receiving
good grades gives students the reward of
knowing that they worked hard and earned
those ‘A+’s’, and the happiness in knowing that success will be recorded.
Even if the student is a freshman, and
is pretty sure grades won’t contribute to
important parts of a transcript, it instills
pride knowing that what he or she is doing
now will be there nevertheless.
In fact, contrary to Mr. Coll’s beliefs,
one of the things that the majority of
Park’s freshmen were excited about for

high school was finally receiving letter
grades that “counted,” unlike the grading
system in Middle School.
Mr. Coll is correct in that the sudden
grading of freshmen can cause major anxiety. The sudden change is definitely a big
one, one that causes some anxiety. But this
anxiety is, in part, what drives students
to study so hard. At a successful private
school like our own, the motivation and
will to do well should always be honored,
even if it is the cause for stress.

“I wish
ish Mr. Coll had
ha made his proposal earlier.”

by Sophie Neiman ‘13
I wish Mr. Coll had made his proposal—to make freshman grades private, so
that only parents, teachers and students
could see them—earlier. Like many freshmen, I struggled with physics. No matter
how hard I tried, no matter how many
times I met with my teacher, no matter
how many nights I stayed up past midnight doing homework, I couldn’t achieve
the scores I wanted. Furthermore, I was
terrified by the by the fact that colleges
would be able to see that.
Thus, my relationship with physics became entirely about the grade, not about

mastering at least some principles of a
difficult subject. My energy was entirely
focused on the final result, and not the
present.
When, in the end, I didn’t achieve the
grade I wanted, I was crushed. The stress
was compounded by the fact that the mean
little mark would go on the illustrious
transcript.
Thinking back to freshman year, I
realize how much happier I would have
been without public grades. I would have
done my best in order to do my best, not
because I was worried about getting into
some mysterious school.
Perhaps in the end I would have even
been proud of myself for the work I did
do. I would have seen the grade I got as
a point to build from, not as detriment to
my future.
Let students learn for the sake of learning and eliminate unnecessary worry.

“The entire matter was blown out of proportion.”
by Thuy Langrill-Miles ‘15

cartoon by B. Knobloch ‘14
Upper School English teacher Kevin Coll stirred up a pot of controversy by
suggesting that freshman year grades not be entered on transcripts.

I think this whole issue is not of great
importance. The entire matter was blown
out of proportion.
The fact of the matter is, although
the grades weren’t formal or standard in
middle school, they were still calculated
in the same manner as a letter grade. If a
middle school student got an “Excellent”
or an “A” on a paper, it wouldn’t matter how the teacher put it; it would mean
that the student received a perfect score
or near perfect score.
The two ways of indicating the grade
may seem very different, but in the eyes
of a student, they measure out the same.
Telling your parents in eighth grade that
you received a “check plus” on an Eng-

lish paper, is like a freshman telling her
parents she got an “A+” on an English
paper. Therefore, the whole issue of grade
transition is completely overstated.
To me, there simply is no real issue of
freshmen getting used to the letter grading
system. The idea behind the actual grade
is the same, no matter what you call it.
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All-girls math class is formative, unexpected success
by Sophie Bailowitz ‘15
Walk down the
hallway during D
Block and glance
inside room 357.
You may catch a
glimpse of what
appears to be a
class taking place
at Bryn Mawr
School for Girls.
Confused? Yes, you are at Park, and this
is the new 9-3 all-girls math class.
Why?
An usually large number of ninth
grade students were placed in the 9-3
math section for this school year, and
about two-thirds of them are girls.
That development opened up the
possibility of an all-girls math class.
Although many believed that the class
was not compatible with the philosophy,
others hoped that an all-girls class would
increase girls’ interest in mathematics by

creating a pressure-free environment in
which to learn math.
The absence of girls’ interest in math
is a complicated issue.
There are many opinions as to what
is causing the problem, but some think
that girls are discouraged from pursuing
interest in the area because of discrimination against females, the societal expectations for women, or the lack of female
role models in the math and science fields.
Last spring, each girl who was placed
in 9-3 was asked if they would prefer to
be in the all-girls class or a mixed-gender
class. At first, I resented that as a girl in
today’s society, I was expected to need
special circumstances in order to be successful.
After reading the letter over a second
time and reflecting more upon the idea
behind the class, my opinion completely
changed. I realized that the point of the
class was not to suggest that girls today
couldn’t be successful and interested in
the material in a mixed-gender math class,

but it might actually show the complete
opposite.
The all-girls 9-3 math class was developed so that girls would understand that
it was unnecessary for them to adhere to
the stereotypes about not being as able in
mathematics as boys.

“Thinking, working, and
collaborating with the 15
other students helps us to
understand things from
different points of view.”
As Park strives to show its students
that they can overcome stereotypes and
do whatever it is they put their minds to,
no matter their background, I decided that
the class was a great idea and wanted to
be a part of it.
My experience so far in the 9-3 allgirls math class has been all that I hoped

it would be.
Although I have somewhat struggled
with math in the past and have never been
confident about my abilities, this year
there is a world of difference. Angela
Doyle, who teaches the class, and Tess
Savage ‘12, our TA, always encourage us
to ask thoughtful questions, to be patient
with ourselves, and to be confident with
our abilities.
Thinking, working, and collaborating
with the 15 other students helps us to understand things from different points of
view and share different methods with
each other.
Because all of us are endeavoring to
overcome negative stereotypes, we are
always motivated to take advantage of
the uniquely supportive environment and
benefit as much as we can from the class.
Having the opportunity to be a part of
the all-girls 9-3 math class has allowed me
to learn that I should believe in myself and
take risks with the subject even though it
is challenging.

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

T. Savage ‘12 is Teacher’s Assistant for the all-girls math class, and she encourages perseverence and the development of positive habits of mind.

Freshman (l. to r.) L. Kuntz , V. Gheorghiu , C. Kaufman , and E. Schneiderman
collaborate comfortably in Park’s first designated single-sex class.

Too much philosophy; we get it, already
by Sheridan Merrick ‘15
Imagine learning about the Park
Philosophy for an
entire day of orientation, in two
speeches in assemblies, and in a
month of English
class. Wouldn’t
you be sick of
hearing about it? Yeah. Us too.
We freshmen continued our trend of
having terrible luck with weather when
the hurricane caused us to miss the second
half of our orientation. Because the teachers seem to be worried about us missing
it, it seems that all we’ve heard about for
the first month of school is how Park is a

“culture of invitation,” how a “policy is
different from a rule,” and how at Park
we “value a diverse community.”
Those of us who have attended Park
for several years now understand the
culture. Even though the high school is
different from the Middle School, there’s
not too dramatic of a change. For new
kids, there’s no denying that it’s a large
leap from most schools to Park. And, yes,
it’s very important to understand what
our school is about.
But there’s a reason why prospective
students don’t decide whether or not they
want to come to Park based on dissecting and interpreting the philosophy. They
spend a day or two here, at the school,
because the only way you can truly understand Park is to experience it.
Sometimes it feels like Park is still

selling us the school. We go here, so obviously we agree with the philosophy. When
we’re at the orientation or starting out the
year, there’s no reason to try and convince
us to come here. We already do.
And aren’t there more important things

“Sometimes it feels like
Park is still selling us the
school. We go here, so
obviously we agree with
the philosophy.”
to study than our own school? To a certain extent we need to learn about it, but
after a while it just gets old. Why teach

us excessively about how we’re going to
learn, when we could just do it? At this
point it sort of feels like a lot of talk and
not so much doing. Let’s engage in the
philosophy instead of just talking about it.
And the “engagement” that we do get
to experience is really exciting. It’s awesome having tons of clubs and electives,
having teachers that treat us practically as
equals, and being a part of a community
where voicing your opinion is not only
tolerated but encouraged.
So let’s keep going. Don’t keep us from
experiencing all the great things Park has
to offer because you want to make sure
we understand it completely. At this point
there’s no need to go over it anymore. In
other words, the invitation to obsess over
the philosophy has been officially, and
politely, declined.
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Remembering
Leon Tillage
An alumna reflects on her experiences
with Leon Tillage (1936-2011), who
worked at Park for decades in his roles
as custodian and mentor, author and
friend.
by Lena R. Liberman ‘92
Dear Friends,
Perhaps this seem odd, writing about the death of a school
custodian one hasn’t seen in 20
years, but Leon Tillage was a
very special man, deeply kind
and gentle and caring with a
knack for knowing just what to
say and also when to be silent.
I am not particularly spiritual,
but there was a sort of serene
otherworldly quality to Leon, a
nearly transcendental calm that
radiated from him and in turn
soothed others.
In his more than 30 years at
Park (1967-1998), I can’t even
imagine how many hundreds -no, thousands -- of students and
faculty and staff Leon changed
for the better. He and his brother
Lindwood (the definition of cool
-- nearly silent, totally unruf-

flable, always pulled into school
on his motorcycle and looking
like an extra in Easy Rider)
minded the facilities, but they
weren’t what one would call janitors. It’s a shame that custodian
as a vocational title has come
to be synonymous with that of
janitor. The Tillage brothers were
custodians in the truest sense of
the word: caretakers, watchmen,
stewards, and guardians. In addition, Leon was a trusted advisor,
a consoler of children in distress,
a quiet role model, and a friend
to all.
I can’t make anyone who reads
Leon’s obituary understand what
“custodian at The Park School
for more than 30 years” really
means, but I can try to explain
it here and give you some sense
of why today’s news hits hard.
Everyone at Park knew and
loved Leon but until he told his
life story in the form of a chil-

photo by J. Schwait ‘68
When his book came out in 1997, Leon Tillage signed a copy for Sean Boone ‘09. Leon’s Story
became part of the Middle School curriculum.

dren’s book, few of us knew what
Leon had suffered as a young
man in the segregated South.
I won’t go into specifics (read
it), but I will say that I am hard
pressed to think of another man
who would have the resilience
and generosity of spirit to endure
a father violently stolen from
him and to then become a sort
of grandfather-guardian to every
(and I do mean every) young person he encountered.
Others would have shut down
or turned inward or become embittered, Leon opened up and

availed himself to all and never
stopped giving.
My mother didn’t pick me up
most days until around 5:00 so I
spent a good share of time with
Leon in the afternoons.
I played sports and those filled
time, but a lot of afternoons I
would sit in the hall or outside
and do my homework. There
were other kids who also stayed
late and we often sat together.
It was a funny time, a sort
of unstructured space where it
sometimes felt like we were different and maybe even a little

Gathering people together
Magic: The Gathering card game builds
communities throughout Upper School
by Ellie Kahn ‘12
“It’s hard to explain,” said
Jay Miller ’13. “And it’s above
the heads of all people,” said
Max Berner ’12. They sit
around a wooden table in the
commons guarding thick piles
of cards. They play a game formally known as Magic: The
Gathering.
Those passing through the
commons can easily see the
growing popularity of Magic, invented in 1993 by
Whitman College
mathematics professor Richard
Garfield. Many
students dedicate
their X-blocks to
what players describe
as an art.
“It takes skill to be able to
play well and win,” said Naomi
Berner ’13.

The game, a series of battles between wizards known
as planeswalkers and their opponents, involves significantly
more cards and complicated
rules than other card games.
Magic players pride themselves
on their determination and dedication to the game. “You have to
be focused and creative,” said
Patrick Gerald ’13. “Sometimes
you’re in a nail-biting situation
and you need to make things
happen.”
Players have distinct
tactics. Miller focuses on
individual cards (with
names like Frogmite,
Spire Golem, and Grimoire
of the Dead) and making a deck
that works well together overall. M. Berner partially relies on
luck. “I kiss my dog on the nose
for good luck in the mornings,”
he said. “I wear my lucky boxers,” said Gerald.

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12
Most X-Blocks, Magic players occupy the tables in the Upper
School Commons, a popular location for trading card games.

Although it can seem
inaccessible to many of
those in the community,
they promise it is worth
the effort.
Gerald passed
on his skills to
younger campers at his summer
camp and asserts
that those with the
determination to
learn will. “It would
be a positive thing if
the guys made it into a le-

gitimate extracurricular activity
for all people to play and join,”
said Eda Akpek ’13.
Whether you take an interest in elixirs or enchantments, Magic seems to
bring people together.
Next time you stroll
through the commons,
pull up a chair, flip over
that Frost Titan, and
bring your mental vigor. You won’t need this
amount of focus until at least
next period.

left behind as we saw our peers
head home while we waited.
In all those years of afternoons
staying late, I can’t think of any
that didn’t involve Leon -- Leon
who always made time to come
by and check in, Leon who always asked after any kids usually present but missing that day,
Leon who always inquired how
our classes had been and what
we were working on, Leon who
always made the time a little less
lonesome and long, Leon the
custodian, our custodian.
Respect, patience, kindness,
courtesy, leading by example
there are so many ways that Leon
Tillage was as much an educator
as the faculty who taught us how
to balance equations and interpret symbols in literature.
I learned much from Leon
but perhaps most important was
how to recognize when someone could use a helping hand,
a smile, a kind word, or some
company. Because Leon came
through for me in those ways,
I learned to come through similarly for others.
From Leon, I learned how to
give without expectation of getting in return and I learned how
to be available and say “I care”
without saying those words. One
could call that paying back or
even paying forward, but just as
it would be inaccurate to call a
true custodian a janitor, it would
be untrue to call that lesson and
gift anything other than Leon’s
influence.
Lena R. Liberman, class of
1992, is a writer, editor, and
researcher. She resides (once
again, after a long hiatus) in
Baltimore, MD.
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Transparency on college transcripts:
Inconsistency of acceleration labels sparks discussion
by Jeremy Cohen ‘12
The question of whether or not to
offer accelerated classes has spawned
many a heated debate; but it has also
given rise to a similar issue: how to acknowledge those accelerated classes on
college transcripts.
In crafting a course acceleration policy, departments must balance the idealism of progressive education against
the pragmatism of the increasingly competitive college admissions process. No
two departments have reached the same
solution.
The math department, for example,
offers four math sections for grades 9-11
(e.g. Math 9-1, Math 9-2), but all classes
through eleventh grade appear on transcripts as only Math 9, Math 10, or Math
11. In fact, colleges aren’t even aware
that there are different sections.
A highly controversial consequence
of this policy is that a ‘B+’ in Math 10-2
looks less impressive to colleges than an
‘A’ in Math 10-4, a less challenging class.
The department leaves math sections
off transcripts because it does not want
to pressure students to take inappropriate
courses only to impress colleges. “We
don’t want to create incentives like that,”
said Mimi Cukier, the department chair.
Students in the highest “-1” section
progress to Calculus in eleventh grade,
and some students in the “-2” section do
the same in twelfth grade. The department believes that colleges can use those
classes and other senior year electives,
which do appear on transcripts, to “reasonably assess” a student’s math ability.
Colleges also use other metrics such
as standardized tests and teacher recommendations to assess a student’s math
ability, according to Cukier. “To me it
does not seem that we have a college
admissions problem created by math
course naming,” she said. “Kids at all
math levels routinely get into colleges
that are good fits for them.”
The modern language department,
like the math department, separates students by ability to help them learn. But
transcripts do include the section (accelerated or regular) of language classes,
unlike math classes. Modern language is
the only department that notes students’

9
The Full Menu
of “Accelerated”
Courses

Arts:
Advanced Music Theory
Junior Portfolio
Senior Studio
English:
The English department offers no
accelerated courses.
History:
Acc. 20th Century World History

photo by L. Shapiro ‘12
Liz Hirsch (above) and Tina Forbush, Co-Directors of College Counseling,
spend extra time on the phone with colleges explaining the Upper School’s
unusual acceleration policies.

sections as early as ninth grade. “Our position is to be as transparent as we can be,”
said Imhoff.
History Chair John Kessinger agrees. “I
understand the arguments,” he said, “but
courses should be called what they are.”
Although the members of the history
department disagree on whether or not
to even offer accelerated classes, (Accelerated 20th Century History in eleventh
grade is now the only one) the consensus
is that if accelerated courses are offered,
they should be designated as such on transcripts. Kessinger sometimes gives his
accelerated and non-accelerated classes the
same assignment, but grades those from
the accelerated class more rigorously.
Arguably the most complicated acceler-

“It’s frustrating when
you’re held to a higher
standard and you don’t
get noted for it”
-- Grant Kitchen ‘12
ation policy belongs to the science department. Elliott Huntsman, the chair, said
the department was torn when it came to
marking accelerated classes on transcripts.
“If you create the accelerated designation,
you create added pressure for kids to take
those classes over other classes,” he said.
“If you don’t put the accelerated designation, you create pressure for kids not to

Graphs, like the one shown, are part of the school profile sent to every college.

take those classes if it’s going to lower
their grades. There are always two sides
of that coin.”
In addition, other departments objected
to the creation of more accelerated science classes, fearing that students would
take those classes over non-accelerated
classes in other subjects. So the science
department, not eager for an interdepartmental acceleration arms race, opted for a
compromise. Tenth grade Chemistry and
eleventh grade Biology with Chemistry
both have accelerated sections that are
acknowledged on transcripts.
However, three challenging upper-level electives occupy a new middle ground
called “With Permission of Department.”
These classes -- Physics with Calculus,
Organic Chemistry, and Anatomy &
Physiology -- do not receive the coveted
“accelerated” designation on transcripts,
but are noted separately, in a letter sent
to colleges, as being more difficult than
other electives.
The “Permission of Department” nuance was lost on some students who
signed up for those classes. Senior Grant
Kitchen, who is taking both Physics with
Calculus and Anatomy & Physiology,
was surprised to find that those classes,
though harder than other science electives,
lacked the “accelerated” designation. “It’s
frustrating when you’re held to a higher
standard and you don’t get noted for it,”
he said.
Asked why the department would not
make it as easy as possible for colleges to
recognize challenging classes, Huntsman
mentioned the discord between teachers
aiming to educate students and colleges
aiming to differentiate between them.
“We are not going to sacrifice what we
view as the pedagogical understanding
on our level of our curriculum in order
for colleges to throw your resume into a
stack faster,” he said.
And so, each department retains the
freedom to pursue the course acceleration (and transcript designation) policy
that it prefers. After all, as Ralph Waldo
Emerson famously wrote, “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.”

Mathematics:
Advanced Calculus
Calculus
Mathematical Modeling
Modern Language:
Acc. French II, III
Acc. Spanish II, III
Advanced Topics in French
Advanced Topics in Spanish
!A Que Sí!
Encuentros Literarios
Expresión Oral
Intensive French
Intensive Spanish
Latinos en los Estados Unidos
Voces de Latinoamérica
Science:
Acc. Biology with Chemistry
Acc. Chemistry
Right?
Actually, college counselors say, the inconsistency of the Upper School’s patchwork of acceleration policies can confuse
college admissions offices. “I’m deciding whether I can use the word ‘screwy’,”
said Tina Forbush, Co-Director of College
Counseling, when asked to describe the
Upper School position on course acceleration. “If you look at how the transcript
reads,” she said, “’accelerated’ designations bounce around, and it looks like
people are jumping in and out of accelerated courses.”
The college counselors explain Park’s
complicated acceleration policy (or lack
thereof) in a “school profile” sent to every
college, but many schools, particularly
big universities, may not have the time
or resources to read those letters carefully
enough to understand it.
At the behest of the college counselors,
the math and modern language departments once considered a compromise
where both departments would start reporting sections on transcripts in tenth
grade. The deal fell through.
Huntsman acknowledged the problem
with having no unified school-wide acceleration policy, but defended his department’s compromise solution. “It is not my
job to manage the college issues,” he said.
“Our job is to do what’s best for students
without screwing them over for college,
but I’m not going to let the colleges hold
us hostage.”
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Captain Kirk
forges bonds
with everyone
Former Marine works the cafeteria deli line
and creates valuable connections with kids
by Jacob Greydanus ‘15 and Sophie Neiman ‘13

photo courtesy K. McGuire

Cafeteria employee Kirk McGuire fought in the first
Gulf War 20 years ago.

E

ven on the
rainiest day,
with the longest
line in the cafeteria, Captain Kirk McGuire never
fails to greet students and
faculty with a smile.
One can often find him
working out in the weight
room, and he’s a constant
presence at athletic games.
However, there is a deeper story to Kirk McGuire,
which extends beyond our
day-to-day interactions.
McGuire was born in
Baltimore and grew up in
the northeast part of the
city, near Morgan State
University. He attended
Northern High school,
where he played lacrosse.
But when McGuire was
only 14, his father died,
and although McGuire did
well in school, there wasn’t
enough money to pay for
him to go to college.
His older brother joined
the army reserve. McGuire
remembers going up to
Fort Dix for his brother’s
graduation. Smiling, he
said, “In my opinion, the
Army uniforms were sloppy.”
Later, when Marine recruiters came to his high
school, McGuire remembers admiring their dress
blues. He said he chose to
join the Marines “because
they were the toughest and

the midst of being homeless, I was always looking
for work. This led me to
a temporary employment
agency. It so happened to
have a food service that
led me to Park School.”
McGuire normally
rides his bike to school.
At one point last year,
his bike had broken and
he was making the trek
on foot to Park. English
photo by M.Plakotoris ‘12 teacher Patti Porcarelli
In the cafeteria, Kirk McGuire jokes with students of all pulled over and immediately offered him ride.
ages as he prepares their sandwiches and salads.
Francesco Porcarelli ‘13
had the better looking uni- said. It was difficult to stay said he had an extra bike
forms.”
out of what Kirk calls “the to give Kirk upon hearing
McGuire served in the Baltimore scene,” and he that his bike had broken.
Marines in the Gulf War in remembers floating from McGuire was touched by
the early ‘90s. He recalls job to job.
F. Porcarelli’s kindness
having lots of friends in the
In 2007, McGuire’s sit- and selflessness. “He’s
military and, reflecting on uation took a turn for the going to be a fine upstandthe experience, he said, worse. His mother lost her ing young man,” McGuire
“That’s why sometimes in house. “I didn’t plan for my said. “If he wanted to join
my life I’m a loner. I don’t future. I didn’t know what the Marines, he’d already
want to meet someone and I was going to do. I made have the Marine Corps
feel like this person is not sure my mother was situ- traits—to help someone,
going to be alive the next ated and I went to a home- without expecting anyday.”
less shelter downtown,” thing in return.”
While happily stationed McGuire said. He used the
McGuire loves workin Hawaii, McGuire called drive he learned from ex- ing in the cafeteria. “It’s a
his mother on Christmas periences in the military to real pleasure working here
day 1992 and learned his push and continue. Luck- and serving the students,”
grandmother wanted him ily, he was soon able to live he said. Further, he enjoys
to come home. Shortly with his aunt and uncle as “the rapport I have with
after, McGuire returned he helped them care for his the staff and the students.
to Baltimore, but it was a grandfather.
We all get along like we’re
bad time to return home.
“Thing is,” McGuire a family.” Captain Kirk is
“I guess back in the early said, “As a grown man you a strong and kind man. We
‘90s, all the big crime stuff have to keep a job and pay are truly privileged have
hit the inner cities,” he bills and be responsible. In him in our community.

Coffee makes the Upper School go ‘round
by Hannah Block ‘15
Walk into school any
time before 8:30 and you
are sure to see at least one
coffee cup. Which raises
the question: why coffee?
Upper School English
teacher Howard Berkowitz is famous at Park for
always having a cup of
coffee nearby. He says he
likes it because of the energy he gets and what it
does to his head.
“It is a drug,” he said.
Berkowitz admits he’s addicted and has tried to cut
back from “five or six”
cups of coffee a day but
hasn’t succeeded. “If I had
to go a day without coffee,
I think I’d have a headache and feel tired and
slower,” said Berkowitz,
“but overall I’d be fine. I’d
be happy.”
Upper School History
teacher Peter Warren is
also fond of coffee, “not

just the caffeine,” he said,
but “hot, black coffee.”
But he doesn’t care much
for Starbucks because of
the general attitude people
at Starbucks tend to have.
“There is something about
the way people are posed
at tables at Starbucks,” said
Warren, “and the way people walk down the street
holding Starbucks cups.
It’s different than the way
people walk with a Royal
Farms cup. Maybe there’s
something in the stuff that

governs motor control, but
there’s definitely an effect
on posture. As for the coffee itself, it’s okay.”
There’s a box of coffee
in the teacher’s lounge that
makes 400 cups of coffee.
This box has to be replaced
at least once a week. “A
lot of people here are addicts,” Warren said. “If
they passed a law outlawing coffee, you’d find a lot
of the faculty here lurking
in dark alleyways buying
‘nickel bags’ of French

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

Peter Warren enjoys his coffee while grading papers.

roast.”
Some people like coffee
based on the circumstances. Thûy Langrill-Miles
‘15 doesn’t drink coffee
every day, but she does
like to drink coffee on cold
mornings, which are plenty
in Baltimore.
Ellie Cody ‘15 drinks
both coffee and tea, and
will usually have just one
cup of coffee a day unless
she needs to stay awake for
homework. When fall rolls
around, however, Cody’s
cup will probably contain
Starbuck’s pumpkin spice
latte, because it tastes good
and it’s “a very original,
unique kind of coffee.”
Others will probably not
be seen with coffee in tow.
Jennifer Eng, Upper School
English teacher, absolutely
loves coffee but stops at
one caffeinated drink a day.
Instead, she drinks tea because of the taste. “And I
like holding a warm mug in

my hands or feeling the internal trail of warmth that
the tea leaves as I drink it,”
said Eng. “Sometimes I
just drink plain hot water.”
She points out that coffee’s
health benefits are dubious
while its detriments are
pretty clear.
“I don’t like the idea
of being addicted to anything,” said Eng. The
health benefits of tea are
widely accepted and its
stimulant effects are pretty
mild and innocuous.”
Upper School Science
teacher Sean Lally skips
the coffee altogether. He
prefers soda. “There’s
something about the smell
of coffee that I find somewhat gross,” he said. “The
coffee machine in the science office is next to my
desk and there are times
I just have to walk away
from it.”
A pretty clear split exists in the school. Some

people like coffee for the
taste, some like the stimulation. Some people can’t
stop drinking it, while
others limit their intake or
skip the coffee altogether.
So what’s the draw? Why
coffee?
If people enjoy the
warmth, they can go with
tea or hot water, like Eng
does. If they need energy,
they can have a Coke, as
Lally does. So the only answer left is that people are
keen on the distinct taste
of coffee.
Taste is probably the
most important component of food, so this makes
sense. The caffeine and
warmth could be said to be
extras – and in fact, people
do drink decaffeinated and
cold coffee. So if you see
somebody bouncing off the
walls (literally), ask them
if they’ve had some coffee
lately and continue on your
way.

Dia
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Clark ‘06 wears many hats The Digital Lab:

by Leah Shapiro ‘12
Walking the hallways these days,
it is not uncommon to see Dia Clark
’06. Clark rejoined the community this
year and took on many jobs. He works
as one of the Lower School recess supervisors, a faculty adviser to the Upper School club Black Male Forum,
an intern in the Athletic Department,
and a coach.
This fall, Clark has been coaching
boys’ Middle School soccer and will
coach boys’ Fresh-Soph basketball in
the winter and Upper School boys’ lacrosse in the spring.
In high school, Clark was a good
student who took pride in his grades,
“although my teachers and mom said I
could have done better if I had pushed
myself,” he said. He also played basketball and lacrosse. “He was a superb player on the court,” said Upper

School Counselor Dave Tracey. “He
was the type of player who got nose to
nose with opponents and always had
more to give.”
After graduating in 2006, Clark
attended Temple University in Philadelphia where he majored in sports
management. His internship position
allows him to work with Athletic Directors Ridge Diven and Robin Cardin Lowe. Clark observes how they
manage the school’s athletics, giving
him a greater appreciation for how the
department is run.
“I was originally interested in
coaching for the school and then it
was brought to my attention that there
was a void in Black Male Forum for
a Faculty Adviser,” said Clark. Although Clark has only been the Faculty Adviser to Black Male Forum for a
few weeks, club members already feel
it’s going to be a successful year. “I

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12
In addition to his other jobs around campus, Dia Clark ‘06 joined Extended
Day Director Bart Cook as one of the Lower School recess supervisors.

don’t know him all that well [yet], but
he seems like a pretty chill guy,” said
Kyle Tribble ’13, member of Black
Male Forum. “I feel like he knows
what he’s doing.”
After meeting with Head of School
Dan Paradis and Associate Head Betsy Leighton and realizing there was
also an opening for a recess supervisor, everything fell into place. “The
interning was added on later to make
it even more appealing,” said Clark.
“This way I wasn’t completely disconnected from my major.”
Clark finds his work extremely satisfying. He especially enjoys interacting with students of all ages. “It’s not
hard transitioning between ages; it’s
refreshing,” said Clark. “I have an appreciation for each age group and I get
to experience every part of the school
and watch the growth.”
Clark transitioned to Park life with
ease, and it did not take long for him
to become comfortable with his new
role. “The biggest difference is being
on the faculty side of things,” Clark
said. “Otherwise, the dynamic is still
basically the same.” Clark did not
know exactly what to expect but he
felt this was a good thing because it
made everything seem positive. “I had
no worries; I was ready to experience
everything as it came.”
As for the future, Clark isn’t positive about his plans. While he strives
to ultimately have a career in sports
management, he is keeping his options open. “My ideal position is in
sports but I’m not limiting myself,” he
said. “I’ve always considered plenty of
options and I never hesitate to check
something new out.” Ultimately, Clark
wants to attend graduate school and
pursue college athletics.
In the few weeks he’s been here,
Clark already feels connected to the
school and its students. “Seeing little
kids waving as they’re leaving school
with their parents is really rewarding,”
said Clark. “It’s the best part of my
job.”
Not too long ago, he was one of
them.

Sophomores start medical science club
by Baylor Knobloch ‘14
New this year is a medical science
club known as “A Taste of Their Own
Medicine,” which is led by sophomores Ellie Stern and Mara Schein.
The purpose of this club is to “get
people interested in medical science
and to get a taste of the different fields
medicine,” said Schein.
The club hosts different speakers—
all Park parents—who are doctors and
scientists.
The first speaker of the year was
Dr. Jim Eshleman, and club leaders
say it went well, but admit they were a

bit disappointed with the turnout. The
second speaker was Dr. David Block.
Despite this, the club has an optimistic future.
“We are excited to welcome many
speakers throughout the year whose
fields include neuroscience, HIV/
AIDS, oncology, infectious diseases,
mental health, and many other fields,”
said Stern.
The club meets Mondays at XBlock in room 358. Speakers will be
announced ahead of time and consistent attendance is not required; feel
free to stop by for any discussion sessions of interest.

photo by D. Stern ‘12

Sophomores E. Stern and M.
Schein founded Medical Science
club.

#Twitter

#tweettweet
by Baylor Knobloch ‘14
Twitter is a growing social networking site in
the world at large, and the number of Upper School
students who have Twitter accounts is rapidly increasing.
Twitter’s claim on its homepage states, “Follow
your interests. Instant updates from your friends,
industry experts, favorite celebrities, and what’s
happening around the world.”
Its format consists of a “Home” and a “Profile.”
Under “Home,” you can see all recent “tweets”
(posts) from people you are following. On your
profile, you can view all of your own tweets sequentially and you can also view others’ profiles
to see all of their tweets, which can consist of up
to 140 characters. In tweets, other users can be
“mentioned,” which is much like a shout out. Twitter is interactive, fast-paced, and constantly being
updated.
So what purpose does Twitter serve within the
Park community?
Anand Thakker, one of Park’s most hip and socially aware faculty members had this to say about
Twitter’s popularity with the teachers. “It’s a thing,
but not so much here,” he said.
Thakker said though that he used Twitter frequently with other young teachers at a teaching
program this past summer, and adds that Twitter is
ideal for those sorts of “concentrated experiences.”
“It’s engaging in a weird way,” said Thakker. “And
it seems like a bunch of students are Twitter. Some
of them follow me.”
Sara Lessans ’14, a Twitter fanatic, breaks it
down for us. “Twitter is basically for posting what
you’re doing or thinking at that exact moment.
People tweet ridiculous amounts and basically
narrate their day. It’s different [from Facebook]
because you can constantly voice your opinion
without having people comment billions of times
or worry about getting “likes.” You can also follow
real celebrities and it’s interesting to see what they
tweet about.”
Wayne Cottman ‘12 is generally regarded as the
school’s #TwitterKing. He has a whopping 1,849
followers on his Twitter account, titled “HalloWayne.”
The most common question that Twitter raises
is, “Why do I care?” Why are people so interested
in what others are doing at all hours of the day?
This question is reflective of the change in communication within our generation.
In the 2010 movie Easy A, the high school principal voices what most believe to be a common
frustration with Twitter. “I don’t know what your
generation’s fascination is with documenting your
every thought... but I can assure you, they’re not
all diamonds. ‘Roman is having an OK day, and
bought a Coke Zero at the gas station. Raise the
roof.’ Who gives a rat’s ass?”
But obviously, due to the site’s recent exponential growth, a fair number of people do give a
“rat’s ass.” Twitter reports an average 230 million
tweets per day from its 100 million users. Park is
no exception to this trend: follow them at:
twitter.com/TheParkSchool.
Twitter Lingo: the pound symbol that precedes
this article’s title is referred to as a “hashtag.”
Hashtags are used to categorize tweets, and are
placed in front of a tweet’s key words or phrases.
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Lighthearted film turns grim
50/50 is at once funny and poignant, moving and packed with complexity
by Mai Asmeron ‘13

photo courtesy googleimages.com

Fox comedy
offers same
old story

New show is nothing new
by Abi-Colbert Sangree ‘13
In Fox’s fresh comedy, New Girl, Zooey Deschanel plays Jessica Day, a woman
who moves in with three single men she
found via Craigslist, after her boyfriend of
six years, Spencer, cheated on her.
The script writers managed to fit many
mediocre jokes into this comedy, drawing
an astounding 10.1 million views for the
first episode. But the show fell short for
my expectations. The ‘new girl’ is not so
new.
Deschanel has played this character, a
“Manic Pixie Dream Girl,” in many of her
other roles. MPDG’s are usually quirky
and fun, and serve as a placeholder to
teach the male lead to embrace life and
its many complications.
Sure, Jess is outlandish in a relatable
way: she burns her hair while distractedly curling it, dresses in overalls for a
first date, and frequently sings to herself.
But in New Girl, her role is just another
rendition of this overused, stock character.
The men of the comedy, Nick, Schmidt
and Coach, share a beautiful apartment.
In it sits a “douchebag jar,” for when
Schmidt takes off his shirt –which happens often— or says something sexually
offensive. Schmidt also tends to interject
with bad puns such as, “Schmidt happens.” Coach only succeeds in talking to
women as if they’re dogs. And Nick is
hopelessly in love with his ex-girlfriend.
All in all, it’s not the most well adjusted
group, creating the perfect set-up for the
influence of a MPDG.
These are the kind of guys who aren’t
quite sure what to make of her Lord of the
Rings references, or her random dancing
spurts – “Let’s just take those . . . and
put them in a deep dark cave, where no
one will find them,” Schmidt says – but
they still love her: at the end of the first
episode, for instance, they run in dramatic
Hollywood fashion down a street to a restaurant where she sits, having just been
stood up by a date.
Heartwarming, for sure, but the characters themselves come across as one-sided.
I wanted to like this show, but it ended up
falling far short.

At its essence, 50/50 is about very bad
things happening to very good people. It
speaks ominously to the fear in all of us
that no matter how many precautions we
take, or extra steps and superstitions we
follow, when bad luck comes knocking,
it will always find us.
In 50/50, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, the
star of 500 Days of Summer, plays Adam,
our victim, and he starts off our movie jogging through Seattle. During the opening
sequence, we see him stop at a red light.
A few seconds later, another runner shoots
by him and sprints across the street. Adam
looks at the back of the disappearing runner, looks at the red light, glances up and
down the deserted street - and waits until
the light turns green.
In those first opening minutes, director Jonathan Levine tells us exactly who
Adam is. Adam is us. In fact, he’s probably safer than most of us. “Driving is incredibly dangerous,” he tells his therapist
and later love interest, Katherine McKay
(Anna Kendricks,) when he explains to
her why he doesn’t have his license. “It’s,
like, the fifth leading cause of death.” He’s
a 26-year-old healthy young man. It’s impossible for him to be sick.
Which is why, when his doctor diagnoses him with neurofibroma sarcoma
schwannomma, a rare form of spinal cancer, he literally cannot believe it. “But I
don’t smoke,” he says incredulously, staring at the X-ray scan on the computer. “I
don’t drink. I recycle.” He goes back to
the office and does what anyone facing a
life-threatening medical condition would
do: he Googles it. The shot of Adam click-

ing through WebMD dot com to find out
his chances is one of the more tragic in the
film. The expression on his face when he
sees his 50 percent odds is heartbreaking.
What follows next hits close to home.
Adam struggles to tell his parents, his girlfriend, his best friend, and ends up consoling all of them. Even worse is the office
party held for Adam on the day he leaves.
What starts as lighthearted movie scene
with a few funny lines that no one would
be ignorant enough to say in real life, turns
grim when your realize this doesn’t sound
so far-fetched after all.
As Adam drifts through the crowd,
‘well wishers’ offer pearls like: “You
wanna know the secret to beating this
thing?” and “So, what kind of cancer you
got anyway?” Politely, Adam listens, but
you can tell he’s a thousand miles away.
Privately, I’m sure he’s wondering why
they can’t all just talk about the weather.
Levitt’s first sally into chemotherapy
proves to be the real comic relief. Matt
Frewer and Phillip Baker Hall as Mitch
and Alan are both in chemo also, and they
introduce themselves by their name and
their disease. When Adam offers up his
“Adam, neurofibroma sarcoma schwannomma,” Alan cracks, “The more syllables, the worse it is.” It’s here, hooked
up to tubes and IV’s, we see Adam comfortable talking about his illness and poor
prognosis for the first time.
The rest of the movie chronicles Adam’s highs and lows - from breaking up
with his cheating girlfriend, played by
Bryce Dallas Howard, and trying to find
someone to sleep with him afterwards.
“I look like Voldemort,” he says to his
best friend, Seth Rogen, who steals every
scene he’s in.
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Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s character, Adam, shaves his head in the middle of the
movie, making his big eyes and thin face stand out more than before.

The peaks and valleys of Adam’s dayto-day life (Mitch dies, he grows closer
with his therapist, Katie) are all held
constant by one thing - Adam is getting
sicker. You can track his progress on his
face; he becomes skinnier and skinnier,
paler and paler. In a scene in the middle
of the movie, Adam shaves his head, and
the result is that his big eyes and thin face
dominate every close shot he’s in.
Levine, the director, puts him exclusively in single frames, without others,
to emphasize how isolated he feels from
everyone around him. In a climactic scene
between his best friend and girlfriend,
Adam watches them argue from the couch
listlessly. Somehow, even though he’s the
one who has cancer, he’s become a bystander in his own life.

“At its essence, 50/50
is about very bad
things happening to
very good people.”
Levine chooses washed out colors to
dominate his cinematic landscape, with
the intended result that already-pale Adam
finishes the film looking downright ghostly. You can’t help feeling, towards the end,
some respect for the makeup artists for not
going the Hollywood route and prettying
him up.
The drained colors and the subject matter should make the movie a relentless
slog, if not for the way Gordon-Levitt
plays Adam. With almost zero self-pity
and plenty sympathy for others, GordonLevitt’s Adam turns into an everyman we
can all relate to.
But occasionally, you’ll find yourself
wondering - what America does Adam
live in? From the second he’s diagnosed
with cancer, he battles it with chemo, a
surgery, and weekly visits to a hospital
therapist with nary a money worry in
sight.
With our country’s healthcare debate
still recent memory, the quality of Adam’s
healthcare treatment, considering he
works a radio job, is almost otherworldly.
For anyone who’s ever known someone
battle with real disease, you wonder:
where are the long calls to the insurance
company, the scrimping for co-pays, the
frustration and legal loopholes? How is a
guy with basic healthcare in America getting this kind of high-quality treatment?
What utopian city does he live in?
In the second-to-last scene in the waiting room, while the surgery is taking
place, Adam’s parents, best friend, and
potential love interest - and therapist - sit
silently for almost 12 hours. It makes you
wonder: who would be in your waiting
room?
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Documentary focuses on Roemer
by Quinn Salditch ‘13
Sophie Hamacher ‘99 has
spent the last two years creating a documentary tracking the
life and work of retired history
teacher and librarian John Roemer. Directing Dissent is based
on Roemer’s dedication to activism and teaching. “I was inspired
by him as a student at Park,” said
Hamacher. “He greatly contributed to my political awakening
to the point that I’ve dedicated
my life to making this documentary.”
The documentary tracks
Roemer’s evolution from a republican to liberal democrat
during his studies at Princeton
and Harvard, and then traces his
participation in the Civil Rights
Movement in Baltimore. “He has
continued to be active throughout his lifetime,” said Hamacher,
“Teaching is his activism and activism is his teaching.”
Hamacher moved to Balti-

more from Germany when she
was six years old when her father got a job at Johns Hopkins
University. In 1995 she and her
brother Johannes attended Park
where she met Roemer, taking
Civil Liberties in her senior year.
After graduation she attended
The School of the Art Institute in
Chicago, Bard College, Pratt Institute, and the University of Arts
in Berlin. She has been based in
Berlin since 2003, now traveling
to the U.S. every few months to
work on Directing Dissent.
While making the film, Hamacher contacted and interviewed
people Roemer has encountered
throughout his career. Frank
Bond, Friends School ‘69, the
first middle class African American at Friends was a student of
Roemer’s during his tenure there.
Michael Hill, a former critic for
The Baltimore Sun, ran races
with him.
Hamacher sought out former Park headmaster Parvin
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Sophie Hamacher ‘99 took John Roemer’s Civil Liberties class
her senior year, and was inspired by his passionate teaching.

Sharpless, Jim Griffin, a fellow activist in the Congress of
Racial Equality, former Attorney General of Maryland Steve
Sachs, and numerous teachers
and former students in the area.
In some cases, Hamacher got to
bring together “people after they
hadn’t seen each other in many
decades,” she said.
The documentary was supposed to be completed this year,
but the release has been pushed
to spring or summer of 2012. Tonight, Hamacher will host a fundraiser from 6:30 to 8:30 at St.
John’s Church, the 2640 Space,
2640 St. Paul Street. She needs
additional money to complete
the film.
The purpose of the film is to
give people the chance to know
Roemer and to understand what
he stands for. “Ultimately I want
as many people as possible, especially the people who didn’t have
the opportunity take his example,
what a really great life is like,”
said Hamacher. “In a sense, I
not only admire his activism but
also his life style, the lives he’s
touched and the amount of love
that he’s spread.”
Hamacher plans to distribute
the film to as many people as
possible through film festivals,
grassroots tours to high schools,
colleges, and universities, and
eventually public TV and online
streaming. She also plans to take
the film internationally starting
with her home country, Germany.
“The best part of making this
film is getting to spend so much
time with John and not getting
pissed off with him,” said Hamacher. “I’m just so thankful that
he has been so open to me bugging him all the time and holding
a camera in his face.”

Blink-182 scores big
with Neighborhoods
by Max Gold ‘15
Not since 2003 has Blink-182
come out with a new album (excluding their Greatest Hits album in 2005) Now, over two and
half years after their announced
reformation at the 51st Grammy
Awards, band members Mark
Hoppus, Tom DeLonge, and
Travis Barker have released the
newest Blink-182 album, Neighborhoods, which was ranked
eighth on iTunes’ most bought
album list and number two overall according to Billboard.com
as of October 12.
Their new hit single is
called, “Up All Night,” which
shows a more melodious side of
Blink-182. The constant change
in pace makes it interesting,
from its thrashing intro and slow,
steady verses to its strong, joyous, heavy-hitting chorus. I was
always looking forward to the
next tracks.
The interesting vocal switchoffs allow Hoppus and Delonge

to experiment with stringing
phrases together, while Travis
Barker gets his chance to thrash
on his drums throughout the album.
My only problem with Neighborhoods is that some of their
songs sound very similar each
other. I think the band could
have done more to make each
song distinctive.
Nevertheless, I’m truly impressed by Blink-182’s comeback effort. It’s not the old
joke-cracking Blink-182 from
Enema of the State, which died
with Hoppus’s and Delonge’s
awkward duet in “I Miss You,”
a song off their 2003 self-titled
album--the direction the band is
taking is more focused on their
music rather than what any kind
of message.
The band, after almost nine
years of hiatus, picks up right
where they left off, with a greater
sense of maturity than their 2003
adolescent phase. Blink-182 is
back and here to stay.

Moneyball impresses with striking portrait of GM Billy Beane
by Jake Max ‘12
Brad Pitt delivers in one of
the best sports movies of the
year, Moneyball. Directed by
Bennett Miller, Moneyball tells
the story of Oakland Athletics’
General Manager, Billy Beane
(Brad Pitt), as he pioneers an unprecedented strategy for building
a baseball team. He uses limited resources to shape a miraculously successful organization.
Through a series of questionable
signings and trades, Beane turns
his team from a losing disaster
to a winning machine in a matter
of months.
Yet, it isn’t just the baseball
that carries Moneyball. Both Pitt
and his co-star, Jonah Hill, de-

liver remarkable performances as
Billy Beane and his new assistant
Peter Brand. Beane is scarred
from his own failed professional
baseball career, and he struggles
with the effects of his divorce
on his daughter, whom he seldom sees. Brand, fresh out of
Harvard, brings his mastery of
statistical analysis to the table.
With a little math, he comes up
with a plan he thinks is sure to
save the team from failure.
Beane and Brand fight the
system, attempting to achieve
the impossible task of replacing
Johnny Damon, Jason Giambi,
and Jason Isringhausen, three
stars from their playoff team of
the previous year. They sign the

likes of aging outfielder David
Justice, well past his prime, and
catcher Scott Hatteberg, who
can’t even throw a ball because
of his injured arm. Both seem
like huge risks at the time, but
as Brand insists, the numbers
don’t lie.
The biggest obstacle on
Beane’s road to success is manager Art Howe, played by Phillip
Seymour Hoffman. Their egos
clash in arguments over which
players should step out onto the
field every night. Hoffman’s performance captures the essence of
an old-school manager in a progressive organization, struggling
to reconcile his traditional, shopworn wisdom with new, flashy

beliefs.
As the story progresses, Pitt’s
character struggles to bury his
own past as his team makes history. At times funny, at times
horribly depressing, Pitt plays
the role perfectly. In perhaps the
most telling scene of the movie,
Beane rejects the Boston Red
Sox’s $12.5 million offer because he can’t stand the idea of
leaving his daughter behind in
Oakland. Two years later Boston won their first World Series
since 1918. Beane is still waiting
for his.
The 2002 Oakland Athletics
may not have won the World Series, but Pitt and company were
certainly winners with Money-

ball. After struggling through
production for seven years, it was
well worth the wait. Moneyball
is a must-see for baseball fans
and casual moviegoers alike.
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Contributions from Upper School

“Cat Gut”
Excerpted from a play by Samantha Finley ‘12
PETER: See, the trains don’t care where they go. They don’t even
know what they’re doing.
MOMMY: That’s because trains are just machines.
PETER: Cats are just machines, too. When they explode you can see
how they work. But if a cat were going to crash into another cat, it
would get out of the way. A train wouldn’t. Would the President care
if there were a train crash?
MOMMY: You promised Miss Gertrude. You promised me.
PETER: ‘Cause I don’t think the President cares about anything except working. He’d close the door if there were a big noise.
MOMMY: The President isn’t here, Peter. It doesn’t matter what he
thinks anymore.
PETER: The President is a very important man.
MOMMY: Please go to your room. Mommy's trying to work.
PETER: (frantic) I can't go to my room! I see the station from my
window! The people aren't looking anywhere but straight ahead.
They're like trains, they walk all the same and don't even stopMOMMY: (snapping) I do not have time for this. Do you understand
what it's like to be too busy to think about how the President feels
about cats? I am trying to think about us and how we're going to live
from now on and the only thing you can think to do is break your
promises and complain about things you love and fail to be who I
need you to be right now. Okay? Do you understand?
PETER: You hate me too.
MOMMY: What?! No, never. Never.
PETER: You're going to go away and I'm going to live on the street.
MOMMY: Peter. I love you and I am not going to leave you. Please
don't say things like that.
PETER: You care more about work than you do about me. If I were
covered in cat guts, you'd think about the cat.

A short story

by Anias Stambolis D’Agostino ‘12

I

“ think I’m meant to live in a club in the
Swiss Alps or something. Like, I dance to Basshunter alone in my room an unhealthy amount.”
The girl enunciated the last two words like they
were a matter of life or death. She chewed her
gum and smiled and licked her front teeth as if
it would make them shine more.
“Don’t get me wrong though. I like all types
of music. I don’t, like, declare myself to a specific genre or anything, you know? Hmm.” She
blew a thin white bubble between the damp lines
of her lips and it matched the silver rings on
almost every one of her knuckles as they clasped
the steering wheel.
“I decided to quit cigarettes, so like, I’ve
started chewing gum more.” She checked the
rearview mirror, and then the side view as she
switched to the lane next to hers. She twisted
a piece of russet colored hair around her index
finger. Someone blared their horn.
“Freaking a-holes! But anyway, yeah… I
like all that crap. I don’t suppose you’d know
anything about music, though. Ha.” The girl
looked in her rearview mirror again, this time to
make eye contact with the person she was speaking with, with the pink-headed boy strapped into
his booster seat behind her. He watched her but
didn’t say anything and she turned her attention
to the radio dial. He was too busy for her, in that
moment. He was too busy watching the sidewalks, tracing his fingernails along the edges of
his seat belt, breathing in bursts of untouched air
through the cracked window. The car smelled
like french-fries, nail polish, like plastic mints.
“So I know your mom wanted you home by
four but I need to make a stop really quickly.”
He heard the girl say. “Not that I owe that
bit- lady - anything, the way she pays me.” He
looked at her eyes in the rearview mirror. They
reminded him of the shiny lights on the front of
a fire truck. He adjusted the waistband of his
jeans and returned his gaze to the street outside.
The girl turned the steering wheel and pulled
the car into a lot outside of a row of sandy colored buildings. “ Be right back.” She slammed
her door and he watched her knees bend and
straighten through the front window as she

shuffled along the sidewalk.
The boy looked around. The sun was high
over the hills, dripping yellow paint onto the
asphalt. He watched it for a while, then positioned his pointer finger and thumb so that the
hills were between them. The boy squeezed his
fingers together and the Earth erupted, the distant
mountains cracking and falling inwards. He did
the same with the sandy buildings in front of
him, with trees on the sidewalk and the people
waiting on the corner, giggling as everything
collapsed to the ground.
A man unlocked the car next to his and got
in the front seat. He had mean eyes, long black
hair and a silver ring between his nostrils. What
a silly place for a ring, the boy thought. Why
on earth would anyone want a piece of metal
sticking out from their face? He watched the
man rub his eyes with his palms and put the key
into the ignition, making the car growl. As the
boy giggled to himself, horns began to poke out
from the thickets of dark hair on the man’s scalp,
patches of brown fur sprouting from his neck
and shoulders. His nose and lips swelled into a
snout and the boy laughed harder. He watched
as the man’s eyes turned beady and black, as his
once loose t-shirt bunched up in piles around his
neck and soon it was impossible to tell that there
was once skin beneath the man’s new fur coat.
The boy watched, clutching his aching stomach, howling with laughter as the man’s hands
hardened into hooves against the steering wheel,
as his nostrils turned into slimy black holes
against his face. Bulls can’t drive cars, the boy
thought and he watched as the car backed out
of the parking lot, herding along behind him.
The car door opened and the girl slid into the
front seat. He turned away from the window and
looked at her eyes in the mirror as she pulled a
cigarette from her pack.
She grinned and her teeth glinted in the sun.

The postscript CAPTION CONTEST
Winning caption from the September 20 issue:

Contest image for the November issue:
Submit your
caption by
sending it to
postscript@
parkscool.
net with
the subject
“Caption
Contest.”
We will not
publish
anonymous
entries.

“Who can keep these Park theme days straight? I thought it was Wear
No Pants To School Day.” -Neil. K., parent

cartoon by S. Fishman ‘15
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Boys’ Varsity Soccer
wins with defense
by Daniel Stern ‘12
In the midst of a tight game,
Jake Abrams ’12 stands under the
long white crossbar, a few yards
in front of the soccer goal’s netting. He looks out at the field, at
the Bruins and their opponents,
and follows the ball with his
eyes. He adjusts, and moves, and
prepares, and tracks—waiting to
dive or leap, to make a save.
On this year’s Boys’ Varsity
Soccer team (6-5-2), Abrams,
a goalie and team captain, can
focus on the ball whenever it’s
on his side. He doesn’t need to
worry that his defenders will be
out of place; they have his back.
Not many would have expected that the defense would
be Boys’ Varsity Soccer’s strongest unit—not this year, not after
the squad lost standout defenders Emmett Freedman ’11, Alec
Ring ’11 and Michael Cunningham ’11. This season’s defense—
Abrams, alongside Captain Ham
Sonnenfeld ’12, Randy Conney
’13, Max Berner ’12, and Baird
Acheson ’15—is a makeshift
group, one with minimal varsity
playing experience. But, by all
accounts, the defenders have
risen to the challenge.
“There were a lot of position
changes and players to replace,”
Sonnenfeld said, “but we’ve
done pretty well to fill their
shoes.”
None of the players knew, in
preseason, just what this year’s

defense would look like; because the lineups and positions
weren’t clear, potential defenders needed to work hard for their
starting jobs.
“It was really a mix and
match effort, not just about talent and skill set, but also about
personality and intelligence,”
said Abrams. “With this defense, I can trust that the defenders know what they need
to be doing—that the backside
fullback is going to drop into the
gap, that the stopper is going to
make the ‘good balls’ forward,
while also maintaining his other
responsibilities.”
Over the course of the year,
the unit improved noticeably.
The defense allowed four goals
in a blowout loss to Boys’ Latin
September 9. Less than a month
later, in a rematch against the
Lakers, the Bruins pitched a
shutout. “That first game against
Boys’ Latin was tough,” Sonnenfeld said. “But after some
changes and position swaps,
after we developed a solid core,
we got much better.”
Sonnenfeld, the defense’s
only returning starter, is the
squad’s vocal leader. He plays
stopper, which means that it’s
his responsibility to stop attackers from scoring through the
center of the field. “Ham has
been an incredible presence in
the middle,” said Captain Nick
Halle ’12.
Conney, filling Freedman’s

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

With a record of 6-5-2, the Boys’ Varsity Soccer team appears likely to make the playoffs.

shoes, has also played well. As
sweeper, he’s the unit’s last line
of defense, other than Abrams.
“Randy is the core of our defense,” said Jake Palumbo ’15.
“He really helps Jake [Abrams]
out, clears the ball whenever he
needs to.”
In addition to playing solid
defense, Sonnenfeld and Conney
have scored a combined seven
goals this season. Sonnenfeld
has scored five, which is the
third most for any player on the
team, and a remarkable tally for
a stopper.
Berner and Acheson round
out the starting line, playing the
wing back positions. Berner is
one of the team’s most tenacious

players, and his teammates credit
him for his intensity. “Max has
unparalleled aggression, and a
strong determination to win the
balls in the air,” Alex Kouwenhoven ‘13 said.
Acheson, despite a few injuries, has also been strong. “Baird
is stepping it up,” Palumbo said,
“doing a good job as a piss-ant.”
The anchor of the defense,
though, is undoubtedly Abrams.
A returning MIAA All-Conference goalie, he’s so far recorded
an astounding 109 saves, and
he’s consistently strong. “Jake
really keeps us in games,” Sonnenfeld said, “blocking big shots
just when we need him to.”
Abrams doesn’t applaud his

own efforts prematurely, though.
He’s focused squarely on what’s
ahead. “I’m just waiting for the
playoffs,” he said. “We have four
games left, and if we win two,
we’ll clinch a spot. It’s hard,
because against some of the
strong teams in our league, we
go against incredible talent, and
it’s difficult for our guys to simulate that in practice—the moves
that those opponents make, and
their playing styles.”
Still, what looked like it might
be a ramshackle unit has come
into form, and there’s every reason to expect that, come tournament time, the group will be
prepared for whatever challenges
lie ahead.

Goalkeeper Strome’s injury ends high school career
by Tara Wendell ‘13
October 12 was rainy, and
Girls’ Varsity Soccer was playing Chapelgate Christian Academy at home. The Bruins were
down 1-0, butt
had plenty off
time to recover,
until goalkeeperr
Arianna Strome
’12 sustained a
season-ending
injury.
“It was a
b r e a k a w a y, ”
said Coach Malick Mbengue
“A Chapelgate
girl was running
to goal, and Ari
was coming out.
Ari dove, and the
girl kept running,

and they just collided, and Ari
stayed down. At first we couldn’t
tell…it looked like a head injury.
When I got onto the field, she
was in an awkward position.”
It turned out that
she had broken
her leg below the
knee.
Rain throughout the day and
during the game
was “a little bit of
a factor in it,” said
Mbengue. “She
was sliding to the
ball, and the girl
b
couldn’t stop,”
he said.
Te a m m a t e s
were “shocked
and crying,” he
said, so the game

was stopped, and will be finished
October 24, picking up from
where it left off.
“The whole team rallied behind Ari. They were all concerned, and scared in a way; our
thoughts go to her,” said Mbengue.
“It was really scary…but Ari
is still going to be coming to all
the games and she’s still part of
the team,” said Lily Simon ’13.
“Just because she can’t play
doesn’t change it,” she said.
“Ari held our team together,
and was always the one who motivated us,” said Ellie Stern ’14.
“It’s scary to lose that, but with
her still at our games…she will
still be there for us.”
“It was an accident, it happened, you have to move on and
learn a little bit about adversi-

ty,” Mbengue said. A game was
scheduled against Pallotti for the
next day, but was cancelled.
Strome’s leg will take three
and half months to heal, which
means she will miss the remainder of the fall season. “It’s unfortunate that my Park [soccer]
career is over but I will be at
every game supporting the team
and the girls will still be amazing,” said Strome.
The winner of the Chapelgate
game would have determined the
top seed.
“We’ll probably finish as the
number two seed now,” said
Mbengue. Playoffs start October 28, and the championship is
November 5.
Mbengue is still optimistic
about playoffs. “We’re definitely going to be vulnerable in

the goal,” he said, “but I think
we have enough quality to win
against the teams we face except
for Chapelgate.”
Having substituted for Strome
in a previous game, Quinn
Salditch ’13 will step in as goalie, getting special training from
goalie trainer Matt Gibson who
has also worked with Strome.
“Goalie is a high pressure
position,” said Salditch, “so it’s
definitely a bit nerve-wracking,
but I’m excited and it’s worth it
for the team, and I’m going to
work as hard as I can.”
Mbengue thanked the whole
community for its support. “Injuries happen in sports; you just
have to move on,” he said. “The
game goes on. We’re playing
with heavy hearts, thinking about
her.”
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Girls’ Cross Country grows, adds youth

photo by M. Asmerom ‘13
Runners are currently preparing for next week’s IAAM B Conference championship meet.

by Eric Sussman ‘13
Due to the of the heavy influx of freshman to the Girls’ Varsity Cross Country
team, Coach Kent Walker referred to this
season as a “building year.”
The team has seen the addition of a
number of new athletes: six ninth graders, two eleventh graders and one twelfth
grader are all running for the first time.
The team, which competes in the

IAAM B Conference, has faced stiff competition. “We do pretty well in meets,”
said Judith Pickering ’13, “[the conference is] perfect for us.”
Yet, even with the largest team in over
a decade, they are still outmatched by
even larger teams like Mount de Sales
that are running in their conference.
“Mount de Sales dominates our league
and should really be in the ‘A’ league,”
said Walker. With more runners comes a

greater advantage, teams are able to pull
from a larger pool of talent (a luxury that
our teams seldom have), and they are able
to have a much greater margin for error.
Mount de Sales is simply “a really big
and really talented team anyway,” said
Pickering.
It is true that for now Mount de Sales
is blowing away its competition in the
B conference, but that probably won’t
be the case for long, since “the athletic
directors assign the teams to the leagues
every two years,” said Walker.
With the end of the season rapidly approaching, the team still has a lot of practice to do. “I’m hoping to finish strong
as a team,” said Pickering, “there have
been a lot of injuries, and I’m hoping that
everyone is able to get right in there and
do her best.”
This season has been especially hard
due to the poor separation of conferences,
but none of that really matters when the
race is going on.
“Running long distances takes a lot
of dedication and self motivation, which
is why we say that cross country is 90%
mental, 50% physical and the remainder
is hills and guts,” said Walker, “I’ve been
very pleased by their spirit and effort.”

Varsity Field Hockey nears playoffs
by Michael Ginsburg ‘12
At 4-1-3, the Girl’s Varsity Field
Hockey team is having one of its most
successful outings in the IAAM B conference. “ We are fairly young, but that
hasn’t stopped us from having one of our
strongest seasons in the past five years,”
said Senior captain Tess Langrill-Miles.
However, an injection of youth into
the varsity squad may have been exactly
what it needed.
Freshman Kitty Kouwenhoven is a
consistent starter, and according to senior captain Amy Livingston she is, “an
everyday contributor and provides a solid
anchor on the defense.”

With 11 girls on the field at once, the
Bruins start six seniors creating a balance
of experienced and not so experienced
players.
“I think we have found our equilibrium,” said Livingston, “the seniors help
the underclassman who haven’t had as
much in-game experience, and help them
get better.”
A player to keep an eye on is senior
goalie Maddi Wyda. Wyda has already
posted three shutouts -- a difficult feat in
such a fast paced sport.
As the season progresses, the Bruins
have hopes of going far in the postseason. Currently sitting in third place, the
excitement from the field hockey program

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12
Goalie Maddi Wyda ‘12 has posted
three shutouts so far this season.

has finally returned after a long drought.
Langrill-Miles added, “I’m not sure what
to expect yet, but we have a lot of potential
as a team. I believe that if we push ourselves really hard, we have a great chance
of success in the playoffs.”

Girls’ Varsity Tennis ends at quarter finals
by Sam Sugarman ‘13
After producing a solid 5-5 record last
year in its first season in the A conference,
Girls’ Varsity Tennis headed back to the
courts this year with only three returning
Varsity Players.
The girls began the 2011 fall season
with a 2-5 record, having faced the top
three teams in the conference, Roland
Park Country School, McDonogh, and
Bryn Mawr. “The competition is very
tough,” said number one singles player
Shira Cohen ’13, “RPCS is the best team
and we don’t stand a chance against them.

We are playing against girls that dedicate
their whole lives to tennis,” she said.
Weather conditions have affected the
team. “Due to rain, we have had an inadequate amount of practice time” said number two doubles player Jordyn Saltzman
’13. “Unlike other schools, we haven’t
gotten indoor courts for rainy days.”
The team practices hard, conditioning,
working on strategy, and improving its
match play, but is still at a strong disadvantage to those who’ve have practiced
every day, rain or shine “therefore, the
team is expected to find time to practice

outside of school in order to keep up with
cancelled practices,” she said.
Heading into the playoffs, the number
two doubles team consisting of Saltzman
and Molly Tucker ’13, had a bye the first
round, sending them automatically to the
quarterfinals. Joining them in the quarterfinals after victories in the first round was
number one doubles team Elizabeth Kuntz
’13 and Chloe Ring ’15, and number one
singles Cohen. Even though the girls
made it this far with only three returning
varsity tennis players, all of them were
eliminated by the end of the quarterfinals.

Sports to the Max

by Jake Max ‘12
The other day, I was walking down
the hallway when I spotted something that made me both angry and
depressed. Heading the opposite direction was a freshman donning a blue
and white jacket with the familiar N
and Y stitched on top of each other.
So I did what any loyal Orioles fan
would do, I confronted him.
“How are you wearing that jacket,
today of all days?” I asked him dumbfounded. “Not only is it despicable
on an average day, but the Tigers just
knocked them out of the playoffs.”
“It was the only one I could find,”
he replied, “and besides, I love the
Yankees.”
There’s something about Yankees
fans that makes me cringe, especially
when they don’t live in New York. A
sports fan with any self-respect will
root for his home teams, no matter
what. No one here is pretending to
have enjoyed the last decade of Orioles baseball, but that doesn’t matter.
As far as sports go, nothing angers
me more than fair-weather fans. They
always have reasons for picking their
teams; their moms grew up there, or
they picked them to win the NCAA
tournament at eight years old. With
all due respect, those are not good
reasons.
So what do we less fortunate sports
fans in Baltimore do while the Yankees, Lakers, and Blue Devils continue to win championships? For
one, we have the Ravens. There is
simply no excuse to live in Baltimore
and not root for Ray Lewis and company; they’re the closest we’ve been
in a long time to a dominant team. As
one of the NFL’s premier teams, they
make the playoffs year in and year out,
and they brought home the Lombardi
Trophy just 10 years ago.
As far as baseball goes, the best
we can do right now is root for good
games; one thrashing of the Yankees
is enough to appease my Orioles insecurities for a while. Even better is
late in the season, when the O’s have
a chance to spoil the playoff picture.
This year, we knocked the Red Sox
out of contention with a walk-off base
hit by Robert Andino to cap off a come
from behind victory.
Sometimes it’s tough to be a Baltimore sports fan. There’s no denying that we’ve had our struggles in
the past few years, but the moment
you put that Yankees hat on, there’s
no going back.

